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place of

learning has

special

feel

an atmosphere
all its own

certain tex

ture woven of

the search for

knowledge the

warmth of

friendship the

strain of hard

work all

part of the

ma ny-faceted

environment

shaped by..
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about the things that

surround you..



and architecture
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that forms

frame around
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all the things that

make this
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administration

18

upper left l.y bryant registrar

upper right hoyt mc clure

director southern technical

institute lower left l.v johnson
director georgia tech extension

division lower right paul smith
placement director



upper left william glenn counselor lower

left cyrus maddox dean of students
center george carrol dean of basic studies

right george crawford retired dean of

technical division physics professor
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secretaries

and
staff

upper left armenta simmons upper right myra
morgan lower left vivian howard lower right

betty hilton
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upper left earnestine kirkman upper

right mrs j.s mavity lower left vernia

fuglar lower right margie boyette
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upper left dorothy cochran upper center vivian howard upper right janette mixon
lower picture anne couch



right william rst physics upper center john

bosher drawing upper right jesse ellington textile

lower right frank taylor physics
faculty
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right john keown electrical upper
left hans troemel civil upper

right robert hays head of english

dept lower picture harry schenk
head of physics dept
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right john collum architecture upper left

parker day drawing upper right Jacob
remeta industrial lower left wesley royer
math lower right edgar fowler civil
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upper left john van hoy civil

upper right arthur bleakley

english lower left charles

holladay head of civil dept
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left edward muller head of drawing dept upper
right earnest stone math lower right marion

blair english
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upper left richard denning head of

math dept upper right frank

heard industrial lower left george

bruce electrical center clara nolen

english lower right clarence head
math
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upper left donald dunlap math upper right
lawrence cuba mechanical lower left robert

myatt civil lower right william newman
architectural
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top boyd hinton english

lower left waiter burton

electrical lower right louis

bates english



upper left dick weir electrical upper right yardy

williams electrical lower left william gordon civil

lower right james goodwin Jr electrical



upper left theodore anderson in

dustrial upper right james keen
electrial lower picture edward harris

math
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left leonard taylor air conditioning

upper right clifford cowan electrical
lower right david summers electrical
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upper left jc meintzer electrical

upper right r.c carter electrical

lower left melvin sorrells mechanical

center eugene anthony drawing
lower right maurice hal per textile



upper left kenneth franklin mechanical upper right c.r

freeman mechanical lower left d.c lewis chemistry lower

right doug black industrial
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upper left vincent frisby civil upper right

j.w hardwick math right g.s melvin
architectural
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upper left albert steinkamp english upper right

john pattillo librarian upper center ozen batum
physics left I.e ivey industrial
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upper left larry parlett industrial dept upper center george crawford physics

upper right harry lockhart assistant dean of students head basketball coach lower

left chester orvold architecture lower right maria bolet physics



top willene carrier and nancy shofner assistant librarians bottom
benny brooks head of physical plantservices
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top left mrs bill mc michen snack bar cashier top

right samuel stevanov book store manager bottom

lieutenant richie head of security force
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warm weather brings

birds bare feet and

bathtubs
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every campus has its unusual facets

but who would conceive of an amateur

grand prix of motorized bath tubs blazing

around parking lot or of..
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the exploits of the

drivers and the men be
hind them who put untold

hours of planning engin
eering and hard work into

southern techs largest

and most unusual event
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the student weekend on

campus featured one of

the most fantastic dances

of the year with music

by the oxfords
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the most popular

dance at southern

tech has always

been the valentines

dance sponsored by

alpha beta sigma

although the dance

was snowed out on

the assigned date
the rain check

proved successful

and the dance

with music by the

soul-cial security

was smashing

success





visiting day of sort comes once

each year and prospective

students from just about

everywhere come to view the

campus the days activities

included bathtub race tours

and grand climatic dance with

music by the oxfords faculty

demonstration featured slide

show highlighting such wonders as

stars and spinning nebulae on the

following pages our photographers

convert the dance into nebulae

of its own
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pledging to club

is fun if you dont

mind constructing

paddle and then

getting hit by it

but that too is

all part of the

biggest activity of

all at southern

tech..having fun
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jimmy walraven. editor

molly zautner associate editor

tommy wright. organizations

philip Johnson. photographer
albert still photographer

grave problems
have arisen

james lee walraven

log

11 .50 a.m 2-27-69
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engineering
technician

phil hall editor

brent averill associate editor
lane edwards.. managing editor

edmond pratt. reporter

danny elkins reporter
arthur bleakley faculty advisor
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wstb

radio
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10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

robert garrett

lindy mcdonald

andy rehberg

pat blackburn

jeff bellinger

dennis souder

mickey anderson

tommy brewster

charles loveless

philip giles

chris belcore

bobby bentley

sonny haywood
donnie cobb

danny harrell

kenneth rose

jimmy walraven

george rabb

gary roberts

tommy wright

ronald harvey

butch reffuse

dwight spence
robert brown

mickey joiner

mike holliman

kent aleong

rudy lonergan

mahany cromartie

craig nixon

james gladney

barney freeman

tommy freeman

charles akins

jay poterela

robin millard

gene king
william espana

paul fauscett

steve bents

charles mckinney
alan ferguson

david wright

dixon hay

jimmy rutland

james lynes

don alexander

al henderson

richard terrell

clint perry

harry jones

gary pettit

mike dance

alpha beta sigma
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
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alpha mu sigma
tim conkle

donnie culver

doug russel

oneal herbert

snuffy
steve cook

steve parks

larry dunaway
david hamby

10 david jimerson

11 donholley
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jerry slaton

larry akin

perry ragsdale

ronnie thompson
mike moore
seth kinbrall

erny smity
steve danial

robert libber

jay clark. 10
rick hutch inson. 11

alvin sewell 12
larrywatkins 13
dave stanley. 14

nick sammons 15
anthony osborne. 16

mike pettigrew. 17
john strickland. 18
roger brewster 19

delta tau phi
morris netcher 20
herby sullivan 21

sam lynam 22
edward george 23
wayne patillo 24

luis pita 25
cliff cantrall 26
john dixon 27
dan conley 28
leejohnson .29

mr frank heard 30
bailey foster .31

tom flynn 32
dick fritty 33

stan kordish 34
don hightower 35

allan gilliard 36
cliff entrekin 37

henry golezynski 38

cy
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epsilon phi chi

ron taylor
wendell hitchcock

john montgomery
chris morgan
mike jones

charlie maxwell

david mabry
richard morgan
wayne mclendon

10 mike mitchell

11 mike martin
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front row-left to right stanley brewer curtis mees jack rycroft bobby tharp lee

murray ron edmonson bobby rothritz don smith second row-left to

right dwayne dotson david batts john boyle lamar shankles mike clanton pat

shannon leroy rabern jerry adams jack bell david jones ronald hare third

row-left to right james johnson mike amerson archie newman jimmy mckie

larry kiley jim rose don cromartie emory fricks larry mclendon fourth row-left to

right danny stephens ricky padgett maurice halper darrell woodward frank

smith jimmy priestley gary smith alien martin

sigma delta phi
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averill cameron bailey hinton

bailey bobby banschback george

bailey james

barrett michael

abney terry abner ronald adams jerrell akin william allen terry

allen tony anderson terry andrew william armstrong robert arnsdorff steven

80



bartles donnie

beck ronald

besser robert

britt thomas

beaver rudolph

bents steven

brewer stanley

brown alvin

barton anthony
bentley bobby

bolinger bronia bradley william branch luther

brooks timothy brown darrell brown robert
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browning horace burns harry camp don caning brian carney harold

carter Joseph case carl channel bruce cheshire ron clanton james

dance michael clark thomas clements william

cobb donald coleman george conner larry
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curtiss dana

davis robert

craven roger

crumIeyiiIburn

copeland harry corey robert

crawford charles crooke danny

cato Stan dalton rodney doucett steven davey robert

dillard melvin dobbs James donaldson ken dotson dwayne
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dunaway larry

elkins danny
douglas thomas douglas frank

dziadus roger easier stanley

tel

ellis hugh entrekin clifford fanning edwin farber richard faver earnest

ferguson alan finch kenneth finch larry fleming stephen forrister mick
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foster bobby fowler francis foster eugene fricks emory gudger ronald
greene dvid gudger ronald

gutierrezuis gould fred golden thomas
/\

golczynski henry goggins wesley godfrey james
gilliard allen gibson larry george edward
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holley joshua

holcomb bobby

holland jerry

hicks gary

holcomb gary

henry James

gatlin frederick gatlin ronald garland milton gardner james gaither michael

hutchins donaloy hunter james hughes richard hudson alfred holt michael
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harris terry

hail terry

hail phillip

jump roy

hay clyde harvey ronald hause sam

harris roswell harris donald harris harvey

hardin james hampton wade hamby homer

haire ronald heath roger irons frankie
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jones samuel lowder robert jones david jones kenneth jones richard

jones harry johnsonjohn Johnson joseph Johnson everett johnson lee
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knowles george

kelly warren

kendall terry

lynberg dan

Johnson perry Johnson Jerry Johnson James

James paul Jacobs Johnny Jackson david

kleeman carl kimbeel seth kiley John

keith wayne keenum Jerry kay knowlton
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lund nels lucas cincinnattus louvorn james

loveless charles love allen loudermilk milton

lord john

lake jeffrey

lee edsel

lackey david
langford tony

murray george

laney eddie

mullis parker

v/i

leand rafael

muse ronnie
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nuckolls richard norton wilburn morris carolyn morgan richard moore donald
montgomery john mitchell tommy miller Steve mitchell michael mees curtis
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malpass william

madert martin

medlin john mclendon larry mccullough william

mccollough gene may wayne maxwell charlie

massingill daniel mask john martin allan manuel johnny

mullis sidney maihotra vijay mahaffey paul magruder douglas
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poterala Jay

phillips timothy

pope michael

petty steve

pillsbury ronald

peterson charles

norrell paul nicholson george neundorfer oscar nash rufus oliver James

pruitt thomas priest jesse prichardyvilliam poythress warren powell terry
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rycroft william

robertson ronald

rochester donald

robbins charles

robertson william

rabb george

perryman reid perry george perry charles

partain danny page terry padgett rickey

rose james rose james

robertson luther roberson billy
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stephens charles stone larry strickland thomas strickland kenneth sumner wallace

raines richard ray reffuse dickie rennett albert reynolds robert

rebura bobby rhodes david richardson cecil

rhodes irvin richardson robert ruhling vance
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sipper david

sheridan timothy

sammons neal sanders michael sanford ray sawyer william schenck grover
schenk alien schillinger dawson schrepfer robert scoggins ronald sewell alvin

simmons john short donald

smith luther smith raymond
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smith dwight spooner ronnie spence dwight southern dennis soni noman
strength henry starra prentiss starling charles stancil james teems james
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wylie jerry

watkins larry

wright david witherington gary

warnock kimball waldrop charles

trombetta paul tinkcom wilber talley roy thompson sanford thompson ronald

tolbert terry tucker john veager barry vaughn emory walraven james
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baseball

jerry johnson

ron cheshire

tom meintzer

john hoffman
bob washburn
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g.j .ca.a

coach
of the

year
the 1968-69 basketball season

closed with 23-13 record for

southern tech-the best everand left

the green hornets holding the north

georgia division championship the

final glory however belonged to

coach harry lockhart who was named

georgia junior college coach of the

year in basketball the highest

tribute of all to great coach and

fine team
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1st rowleft to right

barry parker mike davey carl

hazelwood bev chandler 2nd rowleft
to right terry lindsey

dennis dziadus marc mickelboro

3rd rowleft to right frankbasketball
neeley jerry johnson gary holcomb
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special thanks to the southern tech cheerleaders..

girls who put forth tremendous effort to provide entertainment
and enthusiasm during the basketball games and half-time cer
tainly wouldnt have been the same without the many fine drill

teams gracing the court without their fantastic routines
these girls add the final flourish to truly memorable season
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cross-country racing just

isnt mu ch of spectator

sport. .the fantastic ex
tremes of terrain encount

ered during race makes

viewing almost impossible

but coach clarence heads

boys were there none the

less and no natural bar

rier could dampen their

spirit or determination

to win
111
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note from the editor

the world is filled with plastic people who mold their ideas to the standards of the world around them

but people who have the courage to dream to invent to truly think for themselves and then turn their

thoughts into action are indeed rare southern tech students have this courage and they have the power to

convert their thoughts into the world of tomorrow to move forward to advance the mental and

mechanical achievements of mankind to experiment constantly with the things around him in the desire

to make the world better place through expression of himself these are the goals of technical student

never before have these ideals been higher than in these years the final years of southern tech as

two-year college

we the staff of the southern tech yearbook have tried to follow the ideals of our school by reflecting

the goals of the students in our publication these goals creativity through experimentation originality in

thought are the very roots of knowledge that bind mankind to the world of tomorrow we the staff of

the southern tech log have tried through graphics and design to be creative to be different we hope the

result of our endeavors forms fitting tribute to the people here at southern tech
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we dont have any. .so here
instead is another section

on the campus and students

of southern technical insti

tute
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this yearbook was offset printed

by hunter publishing company of

winston-salem north carolina

...and we close with special

word of thanks to mr bill wolfe
who stuck with us through some

mighty hard times


